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The magnetic moment

I The magnetic moment ~µ determines the shift of a particle’s
energy in the presence of a magnetic field ~B

V = −~µ · ~B

I The intrinsic spin ~S of a particle contributes

~µ = g
( e

2m

)
~S

with electric charge e, particle mass m, and Landé factor g .
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Stern & Gerlach, 1922

I Send silver atoms through non-uniform
magnetic field, ~F = −~∇V

I Atoms electrically neutral ⇒ spin effects
can dominate

~B = 0 ~B 6= 0

I Silver has single 5s electron and fully filled shells below ⇒ observe µ
of the electron

I ~B 6= 0: two distinct lines ⇒ quantized spin, distance of lines ⇒ ge
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The anomalous magnetic moment

I 1924: Stern and Gerlach measured ge = 2.0(2)

I 1928: Dirac shows that relativistic quantum mechanics yields
ge = 2

I 1947 (Phys. Rev. 72 1256, November 3): Kusch & Foley
(Columbia) measure ge = 2.00229(8) in the Zeeman spectrum
of gallium

I 1947 (Phys. Rev. 73 416, December 30): Schwinger calculates
lowest-order radiative photon correction within quantum field
theory (QFT): ge = 2 + α/π = 2.00232 . . .

Define anomalous magnetic moment ae = (ge − 2)/2
exhibiting effects of QFT
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The anomalous magnetic moment

I In QFT a can be expressed in terms of scattering of particle
off a classical photon background

For external photon index µ with momentum q the scattering
amplitude can be generally written as

(−ie)

[
γµF1(q2) +

iσµνqν

2m
F2(q2)

]

with F2(0) = a.
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Early measurements of aµ

I Study of µ decays under varying magnetic field by Garwin,
Lederman and Weinrich 1957 (Nevis Cyclotron, Columbia)

gµ = 2.0(2)

I Study of stopped muon precession by Garwin, Hutchinson,
Penman, Shapiro 1960

aµ = 0.00113 + 0.00016− 0.00012

I Crucial improvement (magic-momentum method) in CERN-3
experiment 1979

aµ = 0.001165924(9) .
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Magic momentum method

I Send muon in storage ring with uniform magnetic field,
observe decays as function of time

I Measure difference of cyclotron frequency ωC and spin
rotation frequency ωS directly with

~ωa = ~ωS − ~ωC = −Qe

m

[
aµ ~B − aµ

(
γ

γ + 1

)
(~β · ~B)~β

−
(
aµ −

1

γ2 − 1

) ~β × ~E

c

]

(Thomas 1927).

I Minimize uncertainty by tuning γ2 − 1 ≈ 1/aµ or pµ ≈ 3.09

GeV to suppress effect of electric field; treat ~β · ~B term as
perturbation

I All experiments discussed in the following use this method
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The BNL E821 experiment (2006)
http://www.g-2.bnl.gov/physics/index.html

FIG. 2: Distribution of electron counts versus time for the 3.6 billion muon decays in the R01 µ−

data-taking period. The data is wrapped around modulo 100 µs.

representative electron decay time histogram is shown in Fig. 2.

To determine aµ , we divide ωa by !ωp, where !ωp is the measure of the average magnetic

field seen by the muons. The magnetic field, measured using NMR, is proportional to the

free proton precession frequency, ωp. The muon anomaly is given by:

aµ =
ωa

ωL − ωa

=
ωa/!ωp

ωL/!ωp − ωa/!ωp

=
R

λ− R , (11)

where ωL is the Larmor precession frequency of the muon. The ratio R = ωa/!ωp is measured

in our experiment and the muon-to-proton magnetic moment ratio

λ = ωL/ωp = 3.18334539(10) (12)

is determined from muonium hyperfine level structure measurements [12, 13].

The BNL experiment was commissioned in 1997 using the same pion injection technique

employed by the CERN III experiment. Starting in 1998, muons were injected directly

into the ring, resulting in many more stored muons with much less background. Data were

10

aE821µ = 0.00116592089(54)stat(33)sys
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There is a tension of 3.7σ for the muon

aE821
µ − aSMµ = 27.4 (2.7)︸︷︷︸

HVP

(2.6)︸︷︷︸
HLbL

(0.1)︸︷︷︸
other

(6.3)︸︷︷︸
E821

×10−10

Hadronic Vacuum Polarization (HVP)

Hadronic Light-by-Light (HLbL)
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New experiment: Fermilab E989

aE821µ − aSMµ = 27.4 (2.7)︸︷︷︸
HVP

(2.6)︸︷︷︸
HLbL

(0.1)︸︷︷︸
other

(6.3)︸︷︷︸
E821

×10−10

δaE989, 2019µ = 4.5× 10−10 , δaE989, 2021µ = 1.6× 10−10

Need to improve uncertainties on HVP and HLbL contributions
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Experiment



Statistics Run 1 in 2018 and Run 2 in 2019 (talk by N. Tran at FPCP
2019):

Boston University College of Arts & Sciences

Data taking progress
• Finished first physics run, Run 1, in July 2018 

• Field uniformity 2x better than BNL 
• 1.75×1010 positrons collected, ~ 2x BNL stats 

• 1.4x BNL after data quality cut, δωa(stat) ~ 350 ppb 
• analysis in progress 

• Half way through the Run 2 
• Improvements: muon flux, kicker strength, overall stability, …

 20
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Run 1 fit (talk by N. Tran at FPCP 2019):

Boston University College of Arts & Sciences

ωa in Run 1

 21

PRELIMINARY

PRELIMINARY

FFT of fit residualsN(t) = N0e
�t/⌧ [1 � A cos (!at + �)]

<latexit sha1_base64="wOalYiH7AQexAtldPFY9KT5KpOU=">AAACUXicdVFNj9MwEHXD19IFtsCRy4gKqQhtScquoAekBS6cVotEd1eqQ+S4k8ZaJ47sCaKK8hc5wIn/wYUDCLcpEiAYyfLTe/PheU4rrRyF4ZdecOnylavXdq73d2/cvLU3uH3n1JnaSpxJo409T4VDrUqckSKN55VFUaQaz9KLV2v97D1ap0z5llYVxoVYlipTUpCnkkF+PKKH8Bw44QfatGssLtrmOGnCtgV81+zTY06iboFrzGgOEezDC+DSuI4ZATcFLkXSiBYIHgGvcgXcqmXuO3d3DJAMhuE4mkbTw0PowHSyBQdTiMbhJoZsGyfJ4BNfGFkXWJLUwrl5FFYUN8KSkhrbPq8dVkJeiCXOPSxFgS5uNiu08MAzC8iM9ack2LC/VzSicG5VpD6zEJS7v7U1+S9tXlP2LG5UWdWEpewGZbUGMrC2FxbKoiS98kBIq/xbQebCCkn+E/rehF+bwv/B6WQcPRlP3hwMj15u7dhh99h9NmIRe8qO2Gt2wmZMso/sK/vOfvQ+974FLAi61KC3rbnL/ohg9ycU6bGl</latexit>

Relative unblinding of 6 analyzing groups successful!
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HVP contribution



Status of HVP determinations

No new physics
DHMZ 2019 (prelim)

KNT 2018
Jegerlehner 2017

DHMZ 2017
DHMZ 2012

HLMNT 2011
RBC/UKQCD 2018

Mainz 2019
FNAL/HPQCD/MILC 2019

SK 2019
ETMC 2018

RBC/UKQCD 2018
BMW 2017
Mainz 2017

HPQCD 2016
ETMC 2013

610 630 650 670 690 710 730 750

Lattice + R-ratio

Lattice

R-ratio

aµ × 1010
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The HVP from dispersion relations

e+

e−

γ e+e− → hadrons(γ)

Jµ = V I=1,I3=0
µ + V I=0,I3=0

µ

τ → νhadrons(γ)

Jµ = V I=1,I3=±1
µ − AI=1,I3=±1

µ

ν

τ W

Knowledge of isospin-breaking corrections and separation of vector and axial-vector
components needed to use τ decay data.
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Dispersive method - e+e− status

Recent results (×1010) by Keshavarzi et al. 2018, Davier et
al. 2017:

Channel This work (KNT18) DHMZ17 [78] Di↵erence
Data based channels (

p
s  1.8 GeV)

⇡0� (data + ChPT) 4.58 ± 0.10 4.29 ± 0.10 0.29
⇡+⇡� (data + ChPT) 503.74 ± 1.96 507.14 ± 2.58 �3.40
⇡+⇡�⇡0 (data + ChPT) 47.70 ± 0.89 46.20 ± 1.45 1.50
⇡+⇡�⇡+⇡� 13.99 ± 0.19 13.68 ± 0.31 0.31
⇡+⇡�⇡0⇡0 18.15 ± 0.74 18.03 ± 0.54 0.12
(2⇡+2⇡�⇡0)no ⌘ 0.79 ± 0.08 0.69 ± 0.08 0.10
3⇡+3⇡� 0.10 ± 0.01 0.11 ± 0.01 �0.01
(2⇡+2⇡�2⇡0)no ⌘! 0.77 ± 0.11 0.72 ± 0.17 0.05
K+K� 23.00 ± 0.22 22.81 ± 0.41 0.19
K0

SK0
L 13.04 ± 0.19 12.82 ± 0.24 0.22

KK⇡ 2.44 ± 0.11 2.45 ± 0.15 �0.01
KK2⇡ 0.86 ± 0.05 0.85 ± 0.05 0.01
⌘� (data + ChPT) 0.70 ± 0.02 0.65 ± 0.02 0.05
⌘⇡+⇡� 1.18 ± 0.05 1.18 ± 0.07 0.00
(⌘⇡+⇡�⇡0)no ! 0.48 ± 0.12 0.39 ± 0.12 0.09
⌘2⇡+2⇡� 0.03 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.01 0.00
⌘! 0.29 ± 0.02 0.32 ± 0.03 �0.03
!(! ⇡0�)⇡0 0.87 ± 0.02 0.94 ± 0.03 �0.07
⌘� 0.33 ± 0.03 0.36 ± 0.03 �0.03
�! unaccounted 0.04 ± 0.04 0.05 ± 0.00 �0.01
⌘!⇡0 0.10 ± 0.05 0.06 ± 0.04 0.04
⌘(! npp)KK̄no �!KK̄ 0.00 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.01 � 0.01*

Estimated contributions (
p

s  1.8 GeV)
(⇡+⇡�3⇡0)no ⌘ 0.40 ± 0.04 0.35 ± 0.04 0.05
(⇡+⇡�4⇡0)no ⌘ 0.12 ± 0.12 0.11 ± 0.11 0.01
KK3⇡ � 0.02 ± 0.01 � 0.03 ± 0.02 0.01
!(! npp)2⇡ 0.08 ± 0.01 0.08 ± 0.01 0.00
!(! npp)3⇡ 0.10 ± 0.02 0.36 ± 0.01 �0.26
!(! npp)KK 0.00 ± 0.00 0.01 ± 0.00 �0.01
⌘⇡+⇡�2⇡0 0.03 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.01 0.00

Other contributions
J/ 6.26 ± 0.19 6.28 ± 0.07 �0.02
 0 1.58 ± 0.04 1.57 ± 0.03 0.01
⌥(1S � 4S) 0.09 ± 0.00 - 0.09**

Contributions by energy region
1.8  p

s  3.7 GeV 34.54 ± 0.56 (data) 33.45 ± 0.65 (pQCD)*** 1.09
3.7  p

s  5.0 GeV 7.33 ± 0.11 (data) 7.29 ± 0.03 (data) 0.04
5.0  p

s  9.3 GeV 6.62 ± 0.10 (data) 6.86 ± 0.04 (pQCD) �0.24
9.3  p

s  12.0 GeV 1.12 ± 0.01 (data+pQCD) 1.21 ± 0.01 (pQCD) �0.09
12.0  p

s  40.0 GeV 1.64 ± 0.00 (pQCD) 1.64 ± 0.00 (pQCD) 0.00
> 40.0 GeV 0.16 ± 0.00 (pQCD) 0.16 ± 0.00 (pQCD) 0.00

Total 693.3 ± 2.5 693.1 ± 3.4 0.2

*DHMZ have not removed the decay of ⌘ to pionic states which incurs a double counting of this
contribution with the KKn⇡ channels.

**DHMZ include the contributions from the ⌥ resonances in the energy region 9.3  p
s  12.0 GeV.

***DHMZ have inflated errors to account for di↵erences between data and pQCD.

Table 5: Comparison of the contributions to ahad, LO VP
µ calculated by DHMZ17 and in this work

(KNT18), where all results are given in units ahad, LO VP
µ ⇥ 1010. The first column indicates the

final state or individual contribution, the second column gives the KNT18 estimate, the third
column states the DHMZ17 estimate and the last column gives the di↵erence between the two
evaluations. For the final states in this work that have low energy contributions estimated from
chiral perturbation theory (see [7]), the contributions from these regions have been added to the
contributions from the respective data.
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Good agreement for total, individual channels disagree to some degree.
Surprising since they use the same experimental input.
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Dispersive method - e+e− status

Tension in 2π experimental input. BaBar and KLOE central values differ by
δaµ = 9.8(3.5)× 10−10, compare to quoted total uncertainties of dispersive results of
order δaµ = 3× 10−10.

 360  365  370  375  380  385  390  395

aµ
π+π−

 (0.6 ≤ �√s ≤ 0.9 GeV) x 1010

Fit of all π+π− data: 369.41 ± 1.32

Direct scan only: 370.77 ± 2.61

KLOE combination: 366.88 ± 2.15

BaBar (09): 376.71 ± 2.72

BESIII (15): 368.15 ± 4.22

Figure 4: The comparison of the integration of the individual radiative return measurements and the
combination of direct scan ⇡+⇡� measurements between 0.6  p

s  0.9 GeV.
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Figure 5: Contributing data in the ⇢ resonance region of the ⇡+⇡� channel plotted against the new fit
of all data (left panel), with an enlargement of the ⇢� ! interference region (right panel).

error instead of a global one is clearly visible. Tensions arise in particular in the ⇢ resonance
region, where the cross section is large.

The full combination of all ⇡+⇡� data is found to give

a⇡
+⇡�

µ [0.305  p
s  1.937 GeV] = 502.97 ± 1.14 ± 1.59 ± 0.06 ± 0.14

= 502.97 ± 1.97 (3.3)

and
�↵⇡+⇡�(M2

Z)[0.305  p
s  1.937 GeV] = 34.26 ± 0.12 . (3.4)
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Conflicting input limits the precision and reliability of the dispersive results.
First-principles calculation to remove dependence on conflicting input data desirable.
(RBC/UKQCD 2018)

Looking for more data and insight: energy-scans update from CMD-3 in Novosibirsk
and ISR updates from KLOE2, BaBar, Belle, BESIII and BelleII.
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Talk by Zhang at EPS 2019 (DHMZ 2019 prelim):

Zhiqing Zhang (LAL, Orsay) /14+3EPS 2019, Ghent, July 10-17, 2019

Combined Results Fit [<0.6 GeV] + Data [0.6-1.8 GeV]

10

√s range 
[GeV] 

aμhad [10-10] 
All data

aμhad [10-10] 
 All but BABAR

aμhad [10-10]
All but KLOE

threshold  - 1.8 506.9 ± 1.9total 505.0 ± 2.1total 510.6 ± 2.2total 

⇒ The difference “All but BABAR” and “All but KLOE” = 5.6 
     to be compared with 1.9 uncertainty with “All data” 

➤ The local error inflation is not sufficient to amplify the uncertainty 
➤ Global tension (normalisation/shape) not previously accounted for 
➤ Potential underestimated uncertainty in at least one of the measurements? 
➤ Other measurements not precise enough and are in agreement with BABAR or 

KLOE 
⇒ Given the fact we do not know which dataset is problematic, we decide to     

➤ Add half of the discrepancy (2.8) as an additional uncertainty (correcting the 
local PDG inflation to avoid double counting) 

➤ Take the mean value “All but BABAR” and “All but KLOE” as our central value
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Talk by Druzhinin at EPS 2019 (SND experiment preliminary):

𝑒+𝑒− → 𝜋+𝜋−

55V.Druzhinin EPS HEP 2019 5

SND/(SND fit)

BABAR/(SND fit)

KLOE/(SND fit)

VEPP2M/(SND fit)

𝒂𝝁(𝝅+𝝅−) × 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟎

SND & VEPP-2000 411.8 r 1.0 r 3.7
SND & VEPP-2M 408.9 r 1.3 r 5.3
BABAR 414.9 r 0.3 r 2.1

0.53 < 𝑠 < 0.88 GeV
preliminary

preliminary
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Dispersive method - τ status
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Fig. 7. Fit of the pion form factor from 4m2
⇡ to 0.3 GeV2 using a third order expansion with the constraint

F (0) = 1 and using the measured pion charge radius-squared from space-like data. The result of the fit is
integrated only up to 0.13 GeV2. This figure supersedes the corresponding plot in Fig. 4 of [9].

ahad,LO
µ [⇡⇡, ⌧ ] (10�10)

Experiment
2m⇡± � 0.36 GeV 0.36 � 1.8 GeV

ALEPH 9.80 ± 0.40 ± 0.05 ± 0.07 501.2 ± 4.5 ± 2.7 ± 1.9
CLEO 9.65 ± 0.42 ± 0.17 ± 0.07 504.5 ± 5.4 ± 8.8 ± 1.9
OPAL 11.31 ± 0.76 ± 0.15 ± 0.07 515.6 ± 9.9 ± 6.9 ± 1.9
Belle 9.74 ± 0.28 ± 0.15 ± 0.07 503.9 ± 1.9 ± 7.8 ± 1.9

Combined 9.82 ± 0.13 ± 0.04 ± 0.07 506.4 ± 1.9 ± 2.2 ± 1.9

Table 6. The isospin-breaking-corrected ahad,LO
µ [⇡⇡, ⌧ ] (in units of 10�10) from the measured mass spectrum by

ALEPH, CLEO, OPAL and Belle, and the combined spectrum using the corresponding branching fraction values.
The results are shown separately in two di↵erent energy ranges. The first errors are due to the shapes of the mass
spectra, which also include very small contributions from the ⌧ -mass and |Vud| uncertainties. The second errors
originate from B⇡⇡0 and Be, and the third errors are due to the isospin-breaking corrections, which are partially
anti-correlated between the two energy ranges. The last row gives the evaluations using the combined spectra.
This table supersedes the corresponding results shown in Table 2 of [9].

8 Conclusions

The ALEPH non-strange spectral functions from hadronic ⌧ decays have been updated using a new
method to unfold the measured mass spectra from detector e↵ects. The new method provides a more
accurate unfolding and corrects a problem in the correlation matrix of the published spectral functions [3].
The updated spectral functions have been used to repeat the analyses of [3]: a phenomenological fit to
the ⇡⇡0 mass spectrum, a QCD analysis using the vector, axial-vector, and total non-strange spectral
functions, and the computation of the hadronic contribution to the anomalous magnetic moment of the
muon. The results obtained, although similar in most cases, supersede those reported in Ref. [3].

We thank the former ALEPH Collaboration for providing the original data used in this re-analysis.
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Davier et al. 2013: ahad,LO
µ [ππ, τ ] = 516.2(3.5)× 10−10 (2m±

π – 1.8 GeV)

Compare to e+e−:

I ahad,LO
µ [ππ, e+e−] = 507.1(2.6)× 10−10 (DHMZ17, 2m±

π – 1.8 GeV)

I ahad,LO
µ [ππ, e+e−] = 503.7(2.0)× 10−10 (KNT18, 2m±

π – 1.937 GeV)

Here treatment of isospin-breaking to relate matrix elements of V I=1,I3=1
µ to V I=1,I3=0

µ

crucial.

Can calculate from first-principles in lattice QCD+QED (Bruno, Izubuchi, CL, Meyer
2018)
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Euclidean Space Representation

Starting from the vector current Jµ(x) = i
∑

f Qf Ψf (x)γµΨf (x) we may
write

aHVP LO
µ =

∞∑

t=0

wtC (t)

with

C (t) =
1

3

∑

~x

∑

j=0,1,2

〈Jj(~x , t)Jj(0)〉

and wt capturing the photon and muon part of the HVP diagrams.

The correlator C (t) is computed in lattice QCD+QED at physical pion
mass with non-degenerate up and down quark masses including up,
down, strange, charm, and bottom quark contributions.
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Window method (RBC/UKQCD 2018)

We therefore also consider a window method

aµ = aSDµ + aWµ + aLDµ

with

aSDµ =
∑

t

C (t)wt [1−Θ(t, t0,∆)] ,

aWµ =
∑

t

C (t)wt [Θ(t, t0,∆)−Θ(t, t1,∆)] ,

aLDµ =
∑

t

C (t)wtΘ(t, t1,∆) ,

Θ(t, t ′,∆) = [1 + tanh [(t − t ′)/∆]] /2 .

In this version of the calculation, we use
C (t) = 1

12π2

∫∞
0

d(
√
s)R(s)se−

√
st with R(s) = 3s

4πα2σ(s, e+e− → had)
to compute aSDµ and aLDµ and Lattice QCD+QED for aWµ .
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How does this translate to the time-like region?

 360  365  370  375  380  385  390  395

aµ
π+π−

 (0.6 ≤ �√s ≤ 0.9 GeV) x 1010

Fit of all π+π− data: 369.41 ± 1.32

Direct scan only: 370.77 ± 2.61

KLOE combination: 366.88 ± 2.15

BaBar (09): 376.71 ± 2.72

BESIII (15): 368.15 ± 4.22

Figure 4: The comparison of the integration of the individual radiative return measurements and the
combination of direct scan ⇡+⇡� measurements between 0.6  p

s  0.9 GeV.
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Figure 5: Contributing data in the ⇢ resonance region of the ⇡+⇡� channel plotted against the new fit
of all data (left panel), with an enlargement of the ⇢� ! interference region (right panel).

error instead of a global one is clearly visible. Tensions arise in particular in the ⇢ resonance
region, where the cross section is large.

The full combination of all ⇡+⇡� data is found to give

a⇡
+⇡�

µ [0.305  p
s  1.937 GeV] = 502.97 ± 1.14 ± 1.59 ± 0.06 ± 0.14

= 502.97 ± 1.97 (3.3)

and
�↵⇡+⇡�(M2

Z)[0.305  p
s  1.937 GeV] = 34.26 ± 0.12 . (3.4)
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Supplementary Information – S1

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

In this section we expand on a selection of technical de-
tails and add results to facilitate cross-checks of di↵erent
calculations of aHVP LO

µ .

Continuum limit: The continuum limit of a selec-
tion of light-quark window contributions aW

µ is shown in
Fig. 8. We note that the results on the coarse lattice di↵er
from the continuum limit only at the level of a few per-
cent. We attribute this mild continuum limit to the fa-
vorable properties of the domain-wall discretization used
in this work. This is in contrast to a rather steep contin-
uum extrapolation that occurs using staggered quarks as
seen, e.g., in Ref. [42].

The mild continuum limit for light quark contribu-
tions is consistent with a naive power-counting estimate
of (a⇤)2 = 0.05 with ⇤ = 400 MeV and suggests that
remaining discretization errors may be small. Since we
find such a mild behavior not just for a single quantity
but for all studied values of aW

µ with t0 ranging from 0.3
fm to 0.5 fm and t1 ranging from 0.3 fm to 2.6 fm, we
suggest that it is rather unlikely that the mild behav-
ior is result of an accidental cancellation of higher-order
terms in an expansion in a2. This lends support to our
quoted discretization error based on an O(a4) estimate.
In future work, this will be subject to further scrutiny by
adding a data-point at an additional lattice spacing.

Energy re-weighting: The top panel of Fig. 9 shows
the weighted correlator wtC(t) for the full aµ as well as
short-distance and long-distance projections aSD

µ and aLD
µ

for t0 = 0.4 fm and t1 = 1.5 fm. The bottom panel of
Fig. 9 shows the corresponding contributions to aµ sep-
arated by energy scale

p
s. We notice that, as expected,

aSD
µ has reduced contributions from low-energy scales and

aLD
µ has reduced contributions from high-energy scales.

In the limit of projection to su�ciently long distances, we
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FIG. 8. Continuum limit of light-quark aW
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FIG. 9. Window of R-ratio data in Euclidean position space
(top) and the e↵ect of the window in terms of re-weighting
energy regions (bottom).

may attempt to contrast the R-ratio data directly with
an exclusive study of the low-lying ⇡⇡ states in the lattice
calculation. This is left to future work.

Statistics of light-quark contribution: We use an
improved statistical estimator including a full low-mode
average for the light-quark connected contribution in the
isospin symmetric limit as discussed in the main text.
For this estimator, we find that we are able to saturate
the statistical fluctuations to the gauge noise for 50 point
sources per configuration. For the 48I ensemble we mea-
sure on 127 gauge configurations and for the 64I ensem-
ble we measure on 160 gauge configurations. Our result
is therefore obtained from a total of approximately 14k
domain-wall fermion propagator calculations.

Results for other values of t0 and t1: In Tabs. S I-
S VII we provide results for di↵erent choices of window
parameters t0 and t1. We believe that this additional
data may facilitate cross-checks between di↵erent lattice
collaborations in particular also with regard to the up
and down quark connected contribution in the isospin
limit.

Most of ππ peak is captured by window from t0 = 0.4 fm to t1 = 1.5 fm,
so replacing this region with lattice data reduces the dependence on
BaBar versus KLOE data sets.
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We present a first-principles lattice QCDþ QED calculation at physical pion mass of the leading-order
hadronic vacuum polarization contribution to the muon anomalous magnetic moment. The total
contribution of up, down, strange, and charm quarks including QED and strong isospin breaking effects
is aHVP LO

μ ¼ 715.4ð18.7Þ × 10−10. By supplementing lattice data for very short and long distances with
R-ratio data, we significantly improve the precision to aHVP LO

μ ¼ 692.5ð2.7Þ × 10−10. This is the currently
most precise determination of aHVP LO

μ .

DOI: 10.1103 /PhysRevLett.121.022003

Introduction.—The anomalous magnetic moment of the
muon aμ is defined as the deviation of the Landé factor gμ
from Dirac’s relativistic quantum mechanics result,
aμ ¼ ½ðgμ − 2Þ=2&. It is one of themost precisely determined
quantities in particle physics and is currently known both
experimentally (BNL E821) [1] and from a standard model
theory calculation [2] to approximately1=2parts permillion.
Interestingly, the standard model result aSMμ deviates

from the experimental measurement aexptμ at the 3–4σ level,
depending on which determination of the leading-order
hadronic vacuum polarization aHVP LO

μ is used. One finds
[3 –6]

aexptμ − aSMμ ¼ 25.0ð4.3Þð2.6Þð6.3Þ × 10−10 ½3; 4&;
31.8ð4.1Þð2.6Þð6.3Þ × 10−10 ½4; 5&;
26.8ð3.4Þð2.6Þð6.3Þ × 10−10 ½4; 6&; ð1Þ

where the quoted errors correspond to the uncertainty in
aHVP LO
μ , aSMμ − aHVP LO

μ , and aexptμ . This tension may hint at
new physics beyond the standard model of particle physics
such that a reduction of uncertainties in Eq. (1) is highly
desirable. New experiments at Fermilab (E989) [7] and
J-PARC (E3 4) [8] intend to decrease the experimental

uncertainty by a factor of 4. First results of the E989
experiment may be available before the end of 2018 [9]
such that a reduction in uncertainty of the aHVP LO

μ con-
tribution is of timely interest.
In the following, we perform a complete first-principles

calculation of aHVP LO
μ in lattice QCDþ QED at physical

pion mass with nondegenerate up and down quark masses
and present results for the up, down, strange, and charm
quark contributions. Our lattice calculation of the light-
quark QED correction to aHVP LO

μ is the first such calcu-
lation performed at physical pion mass. In addition, we
replace lattice data at very short and long distances by
experimental eþe− scattering data using the compilation of
Ref. [10], which allows us to produce the currently most
precise determination of aHVP LO

μ .
Computational method.—The general setup of our non-

perturbative lattice computation is described in Ref. [11].
We compute

aμ ¼ 4α2
Z

∞

0
dq2fðq2Þ½Πðq2Þ − Πðq2 ¼ 0Þ&; ð2Þ

where fðq2Þ is a known analytic function [11] and Πðq2Þ is
defined as

P
xe

iqxhJμðxÞJνð0Þi ¼ ðδμνq2 − qμqνÞΠðq2Þ
with sum over space-time coordinate x and JμðxÞ ¼
i
P

f Q fΨ̄fðxÞγμΨfðxÞ. The sum is over up, down, strange,
and charm quark flavors with QED charges Q up;charm ¼ 2=3
and Q down;strange ¼ −1=3. For convenience we do not
explicitly write the superscript HVP LO. We compute
Πðq2Þ using the kernel function of Refs. [12,13 ]

Published by the American Physical Society under the terms of
the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license.
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the author(s) and the published article’s title, journal citation,
and DOI. Funded by SCOAP3.
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This method allows us to reduce HVP uncertainty over next years to δaLO HVP
µ ∼ 1 × 10−10, below Fermilab

E989 uncertainty
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Overview of individual contributions



Diagrams – Isospin limit

2

with C(t) = 1
3

P
~x

P
j=0,1,2hJj(~x, t)Jj(0)i. With appro-

priate definition of wt, we can therefore write

aµ =
X

t

wtC(t) . (4)

The correlator C(t) is computed in lattice QCD+QED
with dynamical up, down, and strange quarks and non-
degenerate up and down quark masses. We compute the
missing contributions to aµ from bottom quarks and from
charm sea quarks in perturbative QCD [13] by integrating
the time-like region above 2 GeV and find them to be
smaller than 0.3 ⇥ 10�10.

We tune the bare up, down, and strange quark masses
mup, mdown, and mstrange such that the ⇡0, ⇡+, K0, and
K+ meson masses computed in our calculation agree with
the respective experimental measurements [14]. The lat-
tice spacing is determined by setting the ⌦� mass to
its experimental value. We perform the calculation as a
perturbation around an isospin-symmetric lattice QCD
computation [15, 16] with two degenerate light quarks
with mass mlight and a heavy quark with mass mheavy

tuned to produce a pion mass of 135.0 MeV and a kaon
mass of 495.7 MeV [17]. The correlator is expanded in
the fine-structure constant ↵ as well as �mup, down =
mup, down � mlight, and �mstrange = mstrange � mheavy.
We write

C(t) = C(0)(t) + ↵C
(1)
QED(t) +

X

f

�mfC
(1)
�mf

(t)

+ O(↵2,↵�m,�m2) , (5)

where C(0)(t) is obtained in the lattice QCD calculation
at the isospin symmetric point and the expansion terms
define the QED and strong isospin-breaking (SIB) correc-
tions, respectively. We keep only the leading corrections
in ↵ and �mf which is su�cient for the desired precision.

We insert the photon-quark vertices perturbatively
with photons coupled to local lattice vector currents mul-
tiplied by the renormalization factor ZV [17]. We use
ZA ⇡ ZV for the charm [22] and QED corrections. The
SIB correction is computed by inserting scalar operators
in the respective quark lines. The procedure used for
e↵ective masses in such a perturbative expansion is ex-
plained in Ref. [18]. We use the finite-volume QEDL

prescription [19] and remove the universal 1/L and 1/L2

corrections to the masses [20] with spatial lattice size L.
The e↵ect of 1/L3 corrections is small compared to our
statistical uncertainties. We find �mup = �0.00050(1),
�mdown = 0.00050(1), and �mstrange = �0.0002(2) for
the 48I lattice ensemble described in Ref. [17]. The shift
of the ⌦� mass due to the QED correction is significantly
smaller than the lattice spacing uncertainty and its e↵ect
on C(t) is therefore not included separately.

Figure 1 shows the quark-connected and quark-
disconnected contributions to C(0). Similarly, Fig. 2
shows the relevant diagrams for the QED correction to

FIG. 1. Quark-connected (left) and quark-disconnected
(right) diagram for the calculation of aHVP LO

µ . We do not
draw gluons but consider each diagram to represent all orders
in QCD.
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Figure 7: Mass-splitting and HVP 1-photon diagrams. In the former the dots
are meson operators, in the latter the dots are external photon vertices. Note
that for the HVP some of them (such as F with no gluons between the two
quark loops) are counted as HVP NLO instead of HVP LO QED corrections.
We need to make sure not to double-count those, i.e., we need to include the
appropriate subtractions! Also note that some diagrams are absent for flavor
non-diagonal operators.

8

FIG. 2. QED-correction diagrams with external pseudo-scalar
or vector operators.

the meson spectrum and the hadronic vacuum polariza-
tion. The external vertices are pseudo-scalar operators
for the former and vector operators for the latter. We
refer to diagrams S and V as the QED-connected and to
diagram F as the QED-disconnected contribution. We
note that only the parts of diagram F with additional
gluons exchanged between the two quark loops contribute
to aHVP LO

µ as otherwise an internal cut through a single
photon line is possible. For this reason, we subtract the
separate quantum-averages of quark loops in diagram F.
In the current calculation, we neglect diagrams T, D1,
D2, and D3. This approximation is estimated to yield an
O(10%) correction for isospin splittings [21] for which the
neglected diagrams are both SU(3) and 1/Nc suppressed.
For the hadronic vacuum polarization the contribution of
neglected diagrams is still 1/Nc suppressed and we adopt
a corresponding 30% uncertainty.

In Fig. 3, we show the SIB diagrams. In the calcu-

x

x

x

(a) M

x

x

x

(b) R

x

x

x

(c) O

Figure 8: Mass-counterterm diagrams for mass-splitting and HVP 1-photon
diagrams. Diagram M gives the valence, diagram R the sea quark mass shift
e↵ects to the meson masses. Diagram O would yield a correction to the HVP
disconnected contribution (that likely is very small).

9

FIG. 3. Strong isospin-breaking correction diagrams. The
crosses denote the insertion of a scalar operator.
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with C(t) = 1
3

P
~x

P
j=0,1,2hJj(~x, t)Jj(0)i. With appro-

priate definition of wt, we can therefore write

aµ =
X

t

wtC(t) . (4)

The correlator C(t) is computed in lattice QCD+QED
with dynamical up, down, and strange quarks and non-
degenerate up and down quark masses. We compute the
missing contributions to aµ from bottom quarks and from
charm sea quarks in perturbative QCD [13] by integrating
the time-like region above 2 GeV and find them to be
smaller than 0.3 ⇥ 10�10.

We tune the bare up, down, and strange quark masses
mup, mdown, and mstrange such that the ⇡0, ⇡+, K0, and
K+ meson masses computed in our calculation agree with
the respective experimental measurements [14]. The lat-
tice spacing is determined by setting the ⌦� mass to
its experimental value. We perform the calculation as a
perturbation around an isospin-symmetric lattice QCD
computation [15, 16] with two degenerate light quarks
with mass mlight and a heavy quark with mass mheavy

tuned to produce a pion mass of 135.0 MeV and a kaon
mass of 495.7 MeV [17]. The correlator is expanded in
the fine-structure constant ↵ as well as �mup, down =
mup, down � mlight, and �mstrange = mstrange � mheavy.
We write

C(t) = C(0)(t) + ↵C
(1)
QED(t) +

X

f

�mfC
(1)
�mf

(t)

+ O(↵2,↵�m,�m2) , (5)

where C(0)(t) is obtained in the lattice QCD calculation
at the isospin symmetric point and the expansion terms
define the QED and strong isospin-breaking (SIB) correc-
tions, respectively. We keep only the leading corrections
in ↵ and �mf which is su�cient for the desired precision.

We insert the photon-quark vertices perturbatively
with photons coupled to local lattice vector currents mul-
tiplied by the renormalization factor ZV [17]. We use
ZA ⇡ ZV for the charm [22] and QED corrections. The
SIB correction is computed by inserting scalar operators
in the respective quark lines. The procedure used for
e↵ective masses in such a perturbative expansion is ex-
plained in Ref. [18]. We use the finite-volume QEDL

prescription [19] and remove the universal 1/L and 1/L2

corrections to the masses [20] with spatial lattice size L.
The e↵ect of 1/L3 corrections is small compared to our
statistical uncertainties. We find �mup = �0.00050(1),
�mdown = 0.00050(1), and �mstrange = �0.0002(2) for
the 48I lattice ensemble described in Ref. [17]. The shift
of the ⌦� mass due to the QED correction is significantly
smaller than the lattice spacing uncertainty and its e↵ect
on C(t) is therefore not included separately.

Figure 1 shows the quark-connected and quark-
disconnected contributions to C(0). Similarly, Fig. 2
shows the relevant diagrams for the QED correction to

FIG. 1. Quark-connected (left) and quark-disconnected
(right) diagram for the calculation of aHVP LO

µ . We do not
draw gluons but consider each diagram to represent all orders
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quark loops) are counted as HVP NLO instead of HVP LO QED corrections.
We need to make sure not to double-count those, i.e., we need to include the
appropriate subtractions! Also note that some diagrams are absent for flavor
non-diagonal operators.
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FIG. 2. QED-correction diagrams with external pseudo-scalar
or vector operators.

the meson spectrum and the hadronic vacuum polariza-
tion. The external vertices are pseudo-scalar operators
for the former and vector operators for the latter. We
refer to diagrams S and V as the QED-connected and to
diagram F as the QED-disconnected contribution. We
note that only the parts of diagram F with additional
gluons exchanged between the two quark loops contribute
to aHVP LO

µ as otherwise an internal cut through a single
photon line is possible. For this reason, we subtract the
separate quantum-averages of quark loops in diagram F.
In the current calculation, we neglect diagrams T, D1,
D2, and D3. This approximation is estimated to yield an
O(10%) correction for isospin splittings [21] for which the
neglected diagrams are both SU(3) and 1/Nc suppressed.
For the hadronic vacuum polarization the contribution of
neglected diagrams is still 1/Nc suppressed and we adopt
a corresponding 30% uncertainty.

In Fig. 3, we show the SIB diagrams. In the calcu-
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disconnected contribution (that likely is very small).
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FIG. 3. Strong isospin-breaking correction diagrams. The
crosses denote the insertion of a scalar operator.
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2

with C(t) = 1
3

P
~x

P
j=0,1,2hJj(~x, t)Jj(0)i. With appro-

priate definition of wt, we can therefore write

aµ =
X

t

wtC(t) . (4)

The correlator C(t) is computed in lattice QCD+QED
with dynamical up, down, and strange quarks and non-
degenerate up and down quark masses. We compute the
missing contributions to aµ from bottom quarks and from
charm sea quarks in perturbative QCD [13] by integrating
the time-like region above 2 GeV and find them to be
smaller than 0.3 ⇥ 10�10.

We tune the bare up, down, and strange quark masses
mup, mdown, and mstrange such that the ⇡0, ⇡+, K0, and
K+ meson masses computed in our calculation agree with
the respective experimental measurements [14]. The lat-
tice spacing is determined by setting the ⌦� mass to
its experimental value. We perform the calculation as a
perturbation around an isospin-symmetric lattice QCD
computation [15, 16] with two degenerate light quarks
with mass mlight and a heavy quark with mass mheavy

tuned to produce a pion mass of 135.0 MeV and a kaon
mass of 495.7 MeV [17]. The correlator is expanded in
the fine-structure constant ↵ as well as �mup, down =
mup, down � mlight, and �mstrange = mstrange � mheavy.
We write

C(t) = C(0)(t) + ↵C
(1)
QED(t) +

X

f

�mfC
(1)
�mf

(t)

+ O(↵2,↵�m,�m2) , (5)

where C(0)(t) is obtained in the lattice QCD calculation
at the isospin symmetric point and the expansion terms
define the QED and strong isospin-breaking (SIB) correc-
tions, respectively. We keep only the leading corrections
in ↵ and �mf which is su�cient for the desired precision.

We insert the photon-quark vertices perturbatively
with photons coupled to local lattice vector currents mul-
tiplied by the renormalization factor ZV [17]. We use
ZA ⇡ ZV for the charm [22] and QED corrections. The
SIB correction is computed by inserting scalar operators
in the respective quark lines. The procedure used for
e↵ective masses in such a perturbative expansion is ex-
plained in Ref. [18]. We use the finite-volume QEDL

prescription [19] and remove the universal 1/L and 1/L2

corrections to the masses [20] with spatial lattice size L.
The e↵ect of 1/L3 corrections is small compared to our
statistical uncertainties. We find �mup = �0.00050(1),
�mdown = 0.00050(1), and �mstrange = �0.0002(2) for
the 48I lattice ensemble described in Ref. [17]. The shift
of the ⌦� mass due to the QED correction is significantly
smaller than the lattice spacing uncertainty and its e↵ect
on C(t) is therefore not included separately.

Figure 1 shows the quark-connected and quark-
disconnected contributions to C(0). Similarly, Fig. 2
shows the relevant diagrams for the QED correction to

FIG. 1. Quark-connected (left) and quark-disconnected
(right) diagram for the calculation of aHVP LO

µ . We do not
draw gluons but consider each diagram to represent all orders
in QCD.
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Figure 7: Mass-splitting and HVP 1-photon diagrams. In the former the dots
are meson operators, in the latter the dots are external photon vertices. Note
that for the HVP some of them (such as F with no gluons between the two
quark loops) are counted as HVP NLO instead of HVP LO QED corrections.
We need to make sure not to double-count those, i.e., we need to include the
appropriate subtractions! Also note that some diagrams are absent for flavor
non-diagonal operators.
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FIG. 2. QED-correction diagrams with external pseudo-scalar
or vector operators.

the meson spectrum and the hadronic vacuum polariza-
tion. The external vertices are pseudo-scalar operators
for the former and vector operators for the latter. We
refer to diagrams S and V as the QED-connected and to
diagram F as the QED-disconnected contribution. We
note that only the parts of diagram F with additional
gluons exchanged between the two quark loops contribute
to aHVP LO

µ as otherwise an internal cut through a single
photon line is possible. For this reason, we subtract the
separate quantum-averages of quark loops in diagram F.
In the current calculation, we neglect diagrams T, D1,
D2, and D3. This approximation is estimated to yield an
O(10%) correction for isospin splittings [21] for which the
neglected diagrams are both SU(3) and 1/Nc suppressed.
For the hadronic vacuum polarization the contribution of
neglected diagrams is still 1/Nc suppressed and we adopt
a corresponding 30% uncertainty.

In Fig. 3, we show the SIB diagrams. In the calcu-
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Figure 8: Mass-counterterm diagrams for mass-splitting and HVP 1-photon
diagrams. Diagram M gives the valence, diagram R the sea quark mass shift
e↵ects to the meson masses. Diagram O would yield a correction to the HVP
disconnected contribution (that likely is very small).
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FIG. 3. Strong isospin-breaking correction diagrams. The
crosses denote the insertion of a scalar operator.
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with C(t) = 1
3

P
~x

P
j=0,1,2hJj(~x, t)Jj(0)i. With appro-

priate definition of wt, we can therefore write

aµ =
X

t

wtC(t) . (4)

The correlator C(t) is computed in lattice QCD+QED
with dynamical up, down, and strange quarks and non-
degenerate up and down quark masses. We compute the
missing contributions to aµ from bottom quarks and from
charm sea quarks in perturbative QCD [13] by integrating
the time-like region above 2 GeV and find them to be
smaller than 0.3 ⇥ 10�10.

We tune the bare up, down, and strange quark masses
mup, mdown, and mstrange such that the ⇡0, ⇡+, K0, and
K+ meson masses computed in our calculation agree with
the respective experimental measurements [14]. The lat-
tice spacing is determined by setting the ⌦� mass to
its experimental value. We perform the calculation as a
perturbation around an isospin-symmetric lattice QCD
computation [15, 16] with two degenerate light quarks
with mass mlight and a heavy quark with mass mheavy

tuned to produce a pion mass of 135.0 MeV and a kaon
mass of 495.7 MeV [17]. The correlator is expanded in
the fine-structure constant ↵ as well as �mup, down =
mup, down � mlight, and �mstrange = mstrange � mheavy.
We write

C(t) = C(0)(t) + ↵C
(1)
QED(t) +

X

f

�mfC
(1)
�mf

(t)

+ O(↵2,↵�m,�m2) , (5)

where C(0)(t) is obtained in the lattice QCD calculation
at the isospin symmetric point and the expansion terms
define the QED and strong isospin-breaking (SIB) correc-
tions, respectively. We keep only the leading corrections
in ↵ and �mf which is su�cient for the desired precision.

We insert the photon-quark vertices perturbatively
with photons coupled to local lattice vector currents mul-
tiplied by the renormalization factor ZV [17]. We use
ZA ⇡ ZV for the charm [22] and QED corrections. The
SIB correction is computed by inserting scalar operators
in the respective quark lines. The procedure used for
e↵ective masses in such a perturbative expansion is ex-
plained in Ref. [18]. We use the finite-volume QEDL

prescription [19] and remove the universal 1/L and 1/L2

corrections to the masses [20] with spatial lattice size L.
The e↵ect of 1/L3 corrections is small compared to our
statistical uncertainties. We find �mup = �0.00050(1),
�mdown = 0.00050(1), and �mstrange = �0.0002(2) for
the 48I lattice ensemble described in Ref. [17]. The shift
of the ⌦� mass due to the QED correction is significantly
smaller than the lattice spacing uncertainty and its e↵ect
on C(t) is therefore not included separately.

Figure 1 shows the quark-connected and quark-
disconnected contributions to C(0). Similarly, Fig. 2
shows the relevant diagrams for the QED correction to

FIG. 1. Quark-connected (left) and quark-disconnected
(right) diagram for the calculation of aHVP LO

µ . We do not
draw gluons but consider each diagram to represent all orders
in QCD.
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Figure 7: Mass-splitting and HVP 1-photon diagrams. In the former the dots
are meson operators, in the latter the dots are external photon vertices. Note
that for the HVP some of them (such as F with no gluons between the two
quark loops) are counted as HVP NLO instead of HVP LO QED corrections.
We need to make sure not to double-count those, i.e., we need to include the
appropriate subtractions! Also note that some diagrams are absent for flavor
non-diagonal operators.
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FIG. 2. QED-correction diagrams with external pseudo-scalar
or vector operators.

the meson spectrum and the hadronic vacuum polariza-
tion. The external vertices are pseudo-scalar operators
for the former and vector operators for the latter. We
refer to diagrams S and V as the QED-connected and to
diagram F as the QED-disconnected contribution. We
note that only the parts of diagram F with additional
gluons exchanged between the two quark loops contribute
to aHVP LO

µ as otherwise an internal cut through a single
photon line is possible. For this reason, we subtract the
separate quantum-averages of quark loops in diagram F.
In the current calculation, we neglect diagrams T, D1,
D2, and D3. This approximation is estimated to yield an
O(10%) correction for isospin splittings [21] for which the
neglected diagrams are both SU(3) and 1/Nc suppressed.
For the hadronic vacuum polarization the contribution of
neglected diagrams is still 1/Nc suppressed and we adopt
a corresponding 30% uncertainty.

In Fig. 3, we show the SIB diagrams. In the calcu-
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Figure 8: Mass-counterterm diagrams for mass-splitting and HVP 1-photon
diagrams. Diagram M gives the valence, diagram R the sea quark mass shift
e↵ects to the meson masses. Diagram O would yield a correction to the HVP
disconnected contribution (that likely is very small).
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FIG. 3. Strong isospin-breaking correction diagrams. The
crosses denote the insertion of a scalar operator.
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with C(t) = 1
3

P
~x

P
j=0,1,2hJj(~x, t)Jj(0)i. With appro-

priate definition of wt, we can therefore write

aµ =
X

t

wtC(t) . (4)

The correlator C(t) is computed in lattice QCD+QED
with dynamical up, down, and strange quarks and non-
degenerate up and down quark masses. We compute the
missing contributions to aµ from bottom quarks and from
charm sea quarks in perturbative QCD [13] by integrating
the time-like region above 2 GeV and find them to be
smaller than 0.3 ⇥ 10�10.

We tune the bare up, down, and strange quark masses
mup, mdown, and mstrange such that the ⇡0, ⇡+, K0, and
K+ meson masses computed in our calculation agree with
the respective experimental measurements [14]. The lat-
tice spacing is determined by setting the ⌦� mass to
its experimental value. We perform the calculation as a
perturbation around an isospin-symmetric lattice QCD
computation [15, 16] with two degenerate light quarks
with mass mlight and a heavy quark with mass mheavy

tuned to produce a pion mass of 135.0 MeV and a kaon
mass of 495.7 MeV [17]. The correlator is expanded in
the fine-structure constant ↵ as well as �mup, down =
mup, down � mlight, and �mstrange = mstrange � mheavy.
We write

C(t) = C(0)(t) + ↵C
(1)
QED(t) +

X

f

�mfC
(1)
�mf

(t)

+ O(↵2,↵�m,�m2) , (5)

where C(0)(t) is obtained in the lattice QCD calculation
at the isospin symmetric point and the expansion terms
define the QED and strong isospin-breaking (SIB) correc-
tions, respectively. We keep only the leading corrections
in ↵ and �mf which is su�cient for the desired precision.

We insert the photon-quark vertices perturbatively
with photons coupled to local lattice vector currents mul-
tiplied by the renormalization factor ZV [17]. We use
ZA ⇡ ZV for the charm [22] and QED corrections. The
SIB correction is computed by inserting scalar operators
in the respective quark lines. The procedure used for
e↵ective masses in such a perturbative expansion is ex-
plained in Ref. [18]. We use the finite-volume QEDL

prescription [19] and remove the universal 1/L and 1/L2

corrections to the masses [20] with spatial lattice size L.
The e↵ect of 1/L3 corrections is small compared to our
statistical uncertainties. We find �mup = �0.00050(1),
�mdown = 0.00050(1), and �mstrange = �0.0002(2) for
the 48I lattice ensemble described in Ref. [17]. The shift
of the ⌦� mass due to the QED correction is significantly
smaller than the lattice spacing uncertainty and its e↵ect
on C(t) is therefore not included separately.

Figure 1 shows the quark-connected and quark-
disconnected contributions to C(0). Similarly, Fig. 2
shows the relevant diagrams for the QED correction to

FIG. 1. Quark-connected (left) and quark-disconnected
(right) diagram for the calculation of aHVP LO

µ . We do not
draw gluons but consider each diagram to represent all orders
in QCD.
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Figure 7: Mass-splitting and HVP 1-photon diagrams. In the former the dots
are meson operators, in the latter the dots are external photon vertices. Note
that for the HVP some of them (such as F with no gluons between the two
quark loops) are counted as HVP NLO instead of HVP LO QED corrections.
We need to make sure not to double-count those, i.e., we need to include the
appropriate subtractions! Also note that some diagrams are absent for flavor
non-diagonal operators.
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FIG. 2. QED-correction diagrams with external pseudo-scalar
or vector operators.

the meson spectrum and the hadronic vacuum polariza-
tion. The external vertices are pseudo-scalar operators
for the former and vector operators for the latter. We
refer to diagrams S and V as the QED-connected and to
diagram F as the QED-disconnected contribution. We
note that only the parts of diagram F with additional
gluons exchanged between the two quark loops contribute
to aHVP LO

µ as otherwise an internal cut through a single
photon line is possible. For this reason, we subtract the
separate quantum-averages of quark loops in diagram F.
In the current calculation, we neglect diagrams T, D1,
D2, and D3. This approximation is estimated to yield an
O(10%) correction for isospin splittings [21] for which the
neglected diagrams are both SU(3) and 1/Nc suppressed.
For the hadronic vacuum polarization the contribution of
neglected diagrams is still 1/Nc suppressed and we adopt
a corresponding 30% uncertainty.

In Fig. 3, we show the SIB diagrams. In the calcu-
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Figure 8: Mass-counterterm diagrams for mass-splitting and HVP 1-photon
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e↵ects to the meson masses. Diagram O would yield a correction to the HVP
disconnected contribution (that likely is very small).
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FIG. 3. Strong isospin-breaking correction diagrams. The
crosses denote the insertion of a scalar operator.
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with C(t) = 1
3

P
~x

P
j=0,1,2hJj(~x, t)Jj(0)i. With appro-

priate definition of wt, we can therefore write

aµ =
X

t

wtC(t) . (4)

The correlator C(t) is computed in lattice QCD+QED
with dynamical up, down, and strange quarks and non-
degenerate up and down quark masses. We compute the
missing contributions to aµ from bottom quarks and from
charm sea quarks in perturbative QCD [13] by integrating
the time-like region above 2 GeV and find them to be
smaller than 0.3 ⇥ 10�10.

We tune the bare up, down, and strange quark masses
mup, mdown, and mstrange such that the ⇡0, ⇡+, K0, and
K+ meson masses computed in our calculation agree with
the respective experimental measurements [14]. The lat-
tice spacing is determined by setting the ⌦� mass to
its experimental value. We perform the calculation as a
perturbation around an isospin-symmetric lattice QCD
computation [15, 16] with two degenerate light quarks
with mass mlight and a heavy quark with mass mheavy

tuned to produce a pion mass of 135.0 MeV and a kaon
mass of 495.7 MeV [17]. The correlator is expanded in
the fine-structure constant ↵ as well as �mup, down =
mup, down � mlight, and �mstrange = mstrange � mheavy.
We write

C(t) = C(0)(t) + ↵C
(1)
QED(t) +

X

f

�mfC
(1)
�mf

(t)

+ O(↵2,↵�m,�m2) , (5)

where C(0)(t) is obtained in the lattice QCD calculation
at the isospin symmetric point and the expansion terms
define the QED and strong isospin-breaking (SIB) correc-
tions, respectively. We keep only the leading corrections
in ↵ and �mf which is su�cient for the desired precision.

We insert the photon-quark vertices perturbatively
with photons coupled to local lattice vector currents mul-
tiplied by the renormalization factor ZV [17]. We use
ZA ⇡ ZV for the charm [22] and QED corrections. The
SIB correction is computed by inserting scalar operators
in the respective quark lines. The procedure used for
e↵ective masses in such a perturbative expansion is ex-
plained in Ref. [18]. We use the finite-volume QEDL

prescription [19] and remove the universal 1/L and 1/L2

corrections to the masses [20] with spatial lattice size L.
The e↵ect of 1/L3 corrections is small compared to our
statistical uncertainties. We find �mup = �0.00050(1),
�mdown = 0.00050(1), and �mstrange = �0.0002(2) for
the 48I lattice ensemble described in Ref. [17]. The shift
of the ⌦� mass due to the QED correction is significantly
smaller than the lattice spacing uncertainty and its e↵ect
on C(t) is therefore not included separately.

Figure 1 shows the quark-connected and quark-
disconnected contributions to C(0). Similarly, Fig. 2
shows the relevant diagrams for the QED correction to

FIG. 1. Quark-connected (left) and quark-disconnected
(right) diagram for the calculation of aHVP LO

µ . We do not
draw gluons but consider each diagram to represent all orders
in QCD.
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Figure 7: Mass-splitting and HVP 1-photon diagrams. In the former the dots
are meson operators, in the latter the dots are external photon vertices. Note
that for the HVP some of them (such as F with no gluons between the two
quark loops) are counted as HVP NLO instead of HVP LO QED corrections.
We need to make sure not to double-count those, i.e., we need to include the
appropriate subtractions! Also note that some diagrams are absent for flavor
non-diagonal operators.
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FIG. 2. QED-correction diagrams with external pseudo-scalar
or vector operators.

the meson spectrum and the hadronic vacuum polariza-
tion. The external vertices are pseudo-scalar operators
for the former and vector operators for the latter. We
refer to diagrams S and V as the QED-connected and to
diagram F as the QED-disconnected contribution. We
note that only the parts of diagram F with additional
gluons exchanged between the two quark loops contribute
to aHVP LO

µ as otherwise an internal cut through a single
photon line is possible. For this reason, we subtract the
separate quantum-averages of quark loops in diagram F.
In the current calculation, we neglect diagrams T, D1,
D2, and D3. This approximation is estimated to yield an
O(10%) correction for isospin splittings [21] for which the
neglected diagrams are both SU(3) and 1/Nc suppressed.
For the hadronic vacuum polarization the contribution of
neglected diagrams is still 1/Nc suppressed and we adopt
a corresponding 30% uncertainty.

In Fig. 3, we show the SIB diagrams. In the calcu-
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diagrams. Diagram M gives the valence, diagram R the sea quark mass shift
e↵ects to the meson masses. Diagram O would yield a correction to the HVP
disconnected contribution (that likely is very small).
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FIG. 3. Strong isospin-breaking correction diagrams. The
crosses denote the insertion of a scalar operator.

20

TABLE III: Results of the connected light-quark contribution in units of 10�10 using di↵erent fits

and cuts. Left: using the standard kernel. Right: using the rescaling of the muon mass using f⇡.

Standard kernel Kernel with rescaling using f⇡

cut 300 MeV cut 360 MeV no cut cut 300 MeV cut 360 MeV no cut

Fit Eq. (28a) 700(22) 695(19) 700(18) 675(14) 671(11) 671(10)

Fit Eq. (28b) 700(23) 689(19) 683(17) 669(14) 656(09) 645(07)

Fit Eq. (28c) 700(22) 697(19) 704(18) 677(14) 676(12) 681(11)

Fit Eq. (28d) 700(22) 692(19) 692(17) 672(14) 663(10) 657(08)
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FIG. 9: Extrapolation of the disconnected contribution to ahvp
µ in the SU(3)-breaking variable

�2 ⌘ m2
K � m2

⇡. The data points for the local-local and the local-conserved discretizations are

shown. A linear fit (straight black line), as well as a fit based on ansatz (30) are shown.

Their statistical uncertainty is larger by about 50% than in the unrescaled case. Still, when
combining statistical and systematic uncertainties in quadrature of Eq. (29), the central
value of fit (c) only lies 1.6 standard deviations higher than our final central value Eq. (29).

C. The quark-disconnected contribution

The quark-disconnected contributions have been computed on a subset of the gauge
ensembles, as described in Section II B. Three ensembles at the same lattice spacing – N203,
N200 and D200 – allow us to study the chiral behaviour. Two other ensembles, N401 and
N302, enable us to constrain the discretization e↵ects.

The quark-disconnected contribution vanishes exactly for the ensembles generated at the
SU(3) symmetric point. In fact, it is a double zero in the SU(3) breaking combination
(ms � ml). Since our ensembles follow a chiral trajectory at fixed bare average quark mass

Mainz 2019: arXiv:1904.03120; better control of chiral
extrapolation could be helpful
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Diagrams – QED corrections

and fit d!.
red For the finite-volume errors, the two-pion states in d are identical to the

I = 1 contributions of c and can be calculated using the GSL estimate which
we use for c. For the omega-related finite-volume errors, I will take the fitted
d! and E! and use this as the full result at finite-volume and compare it to
a GS model with omega mass from the fitted E! and width from the PDG
in infinite-volume. I should also compare this to R-ratio results for the I = 0
channel.

Do this entire exercise for 24ID and 32ID to estimate discretization errors.

4 QED and SIB diagrams

We will perform a full first-principles calculation of all O(↵) and O(mu � md)
corrections. The corresponding list of diagrams is given in Figs. 1 and 2.

(a) V (b) S (c) T (d) Td (e) D1 (f) D1d

(g) D2 (h) D2d (i) F (j) D3

Figure 1: QED corrections
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(d) O

Figure 2: SIB corrections

4

For diagram F we enforce exchange of gluons between the quark loops as otherwise a
cut through a single photon line would be possible. This single-photon contribution is
counted as part of the HVP NLO and not included for the HVP LO.
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and fit d!.
red For the finite-volume errors, the two-pion states in d are identical to the

I = 1 contributions of c and can be calculated using the GSL estimate which
we use for c. For the omega-related finite-volume errors, I will take the fitted
d! and E! and use this as the full result at finite-volume and compare it to
a GS model with omega mass from the fitted E! and width from the PDG
in infinite-volume. I should also compare this to R-ratio results for the I = 0
channel.

Do this entire exercise for 24ID and 32ID to estimate discretization errors.

4 QED and SIB diagrams

We will perform a full first-principles calculation of all O(↵) and O(mu � md)
corrections. The corresponding list of diagrams is given in Figs. 1 and 2.
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(g) D2 (h) D2d (i) F (j) D3

Figure 1: QED corrections
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Diagrams – Strong isospin breaking

and fit d!.
red For the finite-volume errors, the two-pion states in d are identical to the

I = 1 contributions of c and can be calculated using the GSL estimate which
we use for c. For the omega-related finite-volume errors, I will take the fitted
d! and E! and use this as the full result at finite-volume and compare it to
a GS model with omega mass from the fitted E! and width from the PDG
in infinite-volume. I should also compare this to R-ratio results for the I = 0
channel.

Do this entire exercise for 24ID and 32ID to estimate discretization errors.

4 QED and SIB diagrams

We will perform a full first-principles calculation of all O(↵) and O(mu � md)
corrections. The corresponding list of diagrams is given in Figs. 1 and 2.
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Figure 1: QED corrections
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4

For the HVP R is negligible since ∆mu ≈ −∆md and O is SU(3) and 1/Nc suppressed.
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and fit d!.
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Status of RBC/UKQCD HVP effort



The pure lattice calculation of RBC/UKQCD 2018:

1010 × aHVP LO
µ = 715.4(18.7)

= 715.4(16.3)S(7.8)V(3.0)C(1.9)A(3.2)other

(S) statistics, (V) finite-volume errors, (C) the continuum limit extrapolation, (A) scale setting uncertainty;

other ⊃ neglected diagrams for QED and SIB, estimate of bottom quark contribution

Statistical noise mostly from isospin symmetric light quark connected

(14.2) and disconnected (3.3), QED (5.7), SIB (4.3)

RBC/UKQCD 2019 update (in preparation):

I Improved methodology

I A lot of new data
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Improved statistics and systematics – Bounding Method
BMW/RBC/UKQCD 2016

The correlator in finite volume

C (t) =
∑

n

|〈0|V |n〉|2e−Ent .

We can bound this correlator at each t from above and below by
the correlators

C̃ (t;T , Ẽ ) =

{
C (t) t < T ,

C (T )e−(t−T )Ẽ t ≥ T

for proper choice of Ẽ . We can chose Ẽ = E0 (assuming
E0 < E1 < . . .) to create a strict upper bound and any Ẽ larger
than the local effective mass to define a strict lower bound.
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Improved Bounding Method RBC/UKQCD 2018

Therefore if we had precise knowledge of the lowest n = 0, . . . ,N values
of |〈0|V |n〉| and En, we could define a new correlator

CN(t) = C (t)−
N∑

n=0

|〈0|V |n〉|2e−Ent

which we could bound much more strongly through the larger lowest
energy EN+1 � E0.

New method: do a GEVP study of FV spectrum to perform this
subtraction

I 10 operator basis including two 4π operators

I Automatic group theory by A. Meyer

I Automatic contractions/evaluations using distillation:
https://github.com/lehner/Wick

Reduces statistical error of light quark contribution by more than a factor
of 3.
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Other improvements:

I FV corrections both directly calculated at physical pion mass
(aµ(L = 6.22 fm)− aµ(L = 4.66 fm)), GSL2 method, update
of Hansen and Patella.

I HVP QED from re-analysis of HLbL point-source data (see
also RBC/UKQCD τ project, Bruno et al. 1811.00508)
reduces statistical noise by ≈ 10× for V and S

I Infinte-volume and continuum limit also for diagram V, S, and
F

I First results for T, D1, and R; other sub-leading in preparation

I Global fit combined with calculation of mass derivatives gives
much reduced uncertainty for diagrams M and O (connected
and disconnected SIB)
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Ensembles at physical pion mass:

48I (1.73 GeV, 5.5fm), 64I (2.359 GeV, 5.4fm), 24ID (1 GeV, 4.7fm), 32ID (1 GeV,

6.2fm), 48ID (1 GeV, 9.3fm), 32IDf (1.37 GeV, 4.6fm)

RBC/UKQCD 2019 (data for light quarks, changes from 2018):

I A2A data for connected isospin symmetric: 48I (127 conf → 400 conf), 64I
(160 conf → 250 conf), 24ID (new 130 conf, multi mass), 32ID (new 88 conf,
multi mass)

I A2A data (tadpole fields) for disconnected: 48I (33 conf), 24ID (new 260 conf,
multi mass), 32IDf (new 103 conf)

I QED and SIB corrections to meson and Ω masses, ZV : 48I (30 conf) and 64I
(new 30 conf)

I QED and SIB from HLbL point sources on 48I, 24ID, 32ID, 32IDf (on order of
20 conf each, 2000 points per config)

I Distillation data on 48I (33 conf), 64I (in progr.), 24ID (33 conf), 32ID (11
conf, multi-mass)

I New Ω mass operators (excited states control): 48I (130 conf)
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Add a−1 = 2.77 GeV lattice spacing

I Third lattice spacing for strange data (a−1 = 2.77 GeV with
mπ = 234 MeV with sea light-quark mass corrected from global fit):
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In this figure, we have attempted a linear fit in a2. The p value of all shown
fits is good and does not resolve the a4 or a2 log(a2) coe�cients from zero. We
can, however, allow them to be included in the fit (for now just a4), which
significantly increases the uncertainty of the extrapolation
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A better way to study the quality of agreement of di↵erent discretizations
is to look at correlated di↵erences between the di↵erent methods on the same
ensemble. In these di↵erences virtually all statistical noise cancels

4

I For light quark need new ensemble at physical pion mass. Started
run on Summit Machine at Oak Ridge this year (a−1 = 2.77 GeV
with mπ = 139 MeV).



HLbL contribution



Current HLbL value is model estimate

Contributions to aHLbL
µ × 1010

PdRV09 JN09 FJ17
π0, η, η′ 11.4(1.3) 9.9(1.6) 9.5(1.2)
π,K loops -1.9(1.9) -1.9(1.3) -2.0(5)
axial-vector 1.5(1.0) 2.2(5) 0.8(3)

scalar -0.7(7) -0.7(2) -0.6(1)
quark loops 0.2 (charm) 2.1(3) 2.2(4)

tensor 0.1(0)
NLO 0.3(2)
Total 10.5(4.9) 11.6(3.9) 10.3(2.9)

10.5(2.6) (quadrature)

Potential double-counting and ad-hoc uncertainties
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Two new avenues for a model-independent value for the HLbL

�
����

H
HHHj

Dispersive analysis +
Experimental/lattice input Direct lattice calculation

Figure 1. Unitarity diagrams according to the Mandelstam representation. Crossed diagrams are omitted.

where the Ti are known kernel functions, the Π̄i suitable linear combinations of the BTT Πi, and the
Euclidean momenta are given by [30]
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There are only 6 distinct functions Π̄i, the remaining ones are again related to these by crossing
symmetry. It suffices to calculate the Π̄i in the kinematic limit where q4 → 0, the transition to (g− 2)µ
then proceeds by means of Eq.(6).

4 Mandelstam representation
Although the scalar functions in the master formula Eq.(6) are needed only for the reduced kinematics
where the limit q4 → � LV WDNHQ� ZH GH¿QH WKH GLVSHUVLRQ UHODWLRQ LQ WKH 0DQGHOVWDm variables of
the four-point function with general kinematics and evaluate it only afterwards for the special case
q4 → 0. This procedure has the following advantage: the HLbL contribution to (g − 2)µ splits into
contributions from diffHUHQW WRSRORJLHV �VKRZQ LQ ¿J� ��� HDFK RI WKHP OLQNHG WR D VSHFL¿F VXE�SURFHVV�
which is either data input or again a dispersively reconstructed quantity. These different contributions
are discussed in the following.
Gauge invariance, encoded in the BTT decomposition, leads to Lorentz structures T µνλσi of mass

dimension 4, 6, and 8. Hence, we expect the scalar functions Πi to be rather strongly suppressed at
high energies. Thus we write down unsubtracted double-spectral (Mandelstam) representations for the
Πi [35], i.e. parameter-free dispersion relations. The input to the dispersion relation are the residues
at poles (due to single-particle intermediate states) and the discontinuities along branch cuts (due to
WZR�SDUWLFOH LQWHUPHGLDWH VWDWHV�� %RWK DUH GH¿QHG E\ WKH Xnitarity relation, in which the intermediate
states are always on-shell. We neglect contributions from intermediate states consisting of more than
two particles in the primary cut. Heavier intermediate states are expected to be suppressed by higher
thresholds and smaller phase space, in agreement with the outcome of model calculations.

7KH ¿UVW WRSRORJ\ LQ ¿J� � FRQVLVWV RI WKH SLRQ SROH� i.e. the terms arising from a single pion
intermediate state. This contribution is well-known [34] and given by

Π̄
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, (8)

where Fπ0γ∗γ∗ denotes the pion transition form factor (for off-shell photons but an on-shell pion).
7KH RWKHU WRSRORJLHV LQ ¿J� � DUH REWDLQHG E\ VHOHFWLQJ WZR�Sion intermediate states in the primary

cut. The sub-process γ∗γ∗ → ππ is again cut in the crossed channel. If we single out the pion-
pole contribution in both of the sub-processes, we obtain the box topologies for HLbL. For higher
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. . .

How to estimate uncertainty
of truncation of cuts/states?

7 quark-level topologies
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Dispersive analysis - recent results

I PRD94(2016)074507 (Mainz): Pion-pole contribution

aπ−pole
µ = 6.50(83)× 10−10 using a model parametrization of the π → γ∗γ∗

form factor constrained by lattice data

4

Table I. Asymptotic behavior of the form factor for the di↵erent models (for LMD+V, eh1 = 0 is assumed). The last line
corresponds to the theoretical constraints discussed in the text.

F⇡0�⇤�⇤(0, 0) F⇡0�⇤�⇤(�Q2, 0) F⇡0�⇤�⇤(�Q2,�Q2)

VMD ↵ ↵M2
V /Q2 ↵M4

V /Q4

LMD ↵ ��/M2
V �2�/Q2

LMD+V ↵ �eh5/Q2 �2eh0/Q2

Eqs. (2) (4) (5) 1/(4⇡2F⇡) 2F⇡/Q2 2F⇡/(3Q2)

Again, one can set ↵ = 1/(4⇡2F⇡) to recover the anomaly constraint. The form factor behaves as 1/Q2 in the double-
virtual case and for � = �OPE = �F⇡/3 = �0.0308 GeV reproduces the leading OPE prediction, which is imposed
in the original LMD model by construction. On the other hand, the model does not reproduce the Brodsky-Lepage
behavior for the single-virtual form factor (4) but tends to a constant at large Euclidean momentum for the o↵-shell
photon. The original LMD model has no free parameters, but we will treat ↵,� and MV as free parameters in our
fits below.

Finally, in Ref. [40] the LMD+V model has been proposed as a refinement of the LMD model where a second
vector resonance (⇢0) is considered, see Ref. [17] for a recent brief review of the model. The LMD+V model can
simultaneously fulfill the Brodsky-Lepage and the leading OPE behavior. Using a slightly di↵erent parametrization
from Ref. [40], it can be written as

FLMD+V
⇡0�⇤�⇤ (q2

1 , q2
2) =

eh0 q2
1q2

2(q2
1 + q2

2) + eh1(q
2
1 + q2

2)2 + eh2 q2
1q2

2 + eh5 M2
V1

M2
V2

(q2
1 + q2

2) + ↵M4
V1

M4
V2

(M2
V1

� q2
1)(M2

V2
� q2

1)(M2
V1

� q2
2)(M2

V2
� q2

2)
. (8)

We have the relation eh1 = �(F⇡/3)h1, eh2 = �(F⇡/3)h̄2 and eh5 = �(F⇡/(3M2
V1

M2
V2

))h̄5 between the above

parametrization and the original model parameters hi (defined in the chiral limit) and h̄i (the latter parameters
include corrections proportional to powers of the pion mass). In the LMD+V model proposed in Ref. [40] only the
parameters hi (or h̄i) are treated as free parameters while the masses MV1

and MV2
are set equal to the physical masses

of the ⇢ and ⇢0 mesons. Furthermore the anomaly constraint is imposed, ↵ = 1/(4⇡2F⇡), as is the Brodsky-Lepage

behavior which leads to eh1 = 0. The form factor also has by construction the correct leading OPE behavior in the

double-virtual case when both photons carry large Euclidean momenta by setting eh0 = ehOPE
0 = �F⇡/3. As pointed

out in Ref. [41], the parameter h̄2 can be fixed by comparing with the subleading term in the OPE in Eq. (5). Finally
the parameter h̄5 has been determined in Ref. [40] by a fit to the CLEO data [19] for the single-virtual form factor.
One then obtains the model parameters

eh2 = 0.327 GeV3, [h̄2 = �4(M2
V1

+ M2
V2

) + (16/9)�2 = �10.63 GeV2], (9)

eh5 = (�0.166 ± 0.006) GeV, [h̄5 = (6.93 ± 0.26) GeV4]. (10)

Following Ref. [32], information on h̄5 can also be obtained from the decay ⇢+ ! ⇡+� (assuming octet symmetry)
which leads to the less precise determination h̄5 = (6.3 ± 0.9) GeV4 [40]. In our fits below, we will in principle treat

the parameters ↵,ehi and the masses MV1
and MV2

as free parameters. The additional factors M2
V1

M2
V2

in the term

with eh5 in the numerator in Eq. (8) will lead to more stable fits later.

A summary of the di↵erent asymptotic limits for each model and from the theory is given in Table. I.

III. METHODOLOGY

From this section on, we use Euclidean notation by default. In particular, time evolution is governed by e�H⌧

rather than e�iHt, and (Jµ)Minkowski = (J0,�iJk)Euclid. However the four-vectors q1 and q2 are always understood to

be Minkowskian, i.e. q2
1 = (q0

1)2 �P3
k=1(q

k
1 )2.

I JHEP1704(2017)161 (Colangelo et al.): Pion-box plus S-wave rescattering

aπ−box
µ + aππ,π−pole LHC ,J=0

µ = −2.4(1)× 10−10

I PRL121(2018)112002 (Hoferichter et al.); 1808.04823: Pion-pole contribution

aπ−pole
µ = 6.26(30)× 10−10 reconstructing π → γ∗γ∗ form factor from

e+e− → 3π, e+e−π0 and π0 → γγ width

Combining these results one finds: aπ−pole
µ + aπ−box

µ + aππµ = 3.9(3)× 10−10

Further estimates: aη,η
′

µ ≈ 3× 10−10, aaxial vector
µ ≈ 1× 10−10,

ashort distance
µ ≈ 1× 10−10

Control of truncation error very important.
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7 quark-level topologies of direct lattice calculation

Hierarchy imposed by QED charges of dominant up- and down-quark contribution

Q4
u + Q4

d = 17/81 (Q2
u + Q2

d )2 = 25/81

(Q3
u + Q3

d )(Qu + Qd ) = 9/81

(Q2
u + Q2

d )(Qu + Qd )2 = 5/81

(Qu + Qd )4 = 1/81

Further insight for magnitude of individual topologies can be gained by studying
long-distance behavior of QCD correlation functions (Bijnens, RBC, . . .)
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Hierarchy imposed by QED charges of dominant up- and down-quark contribution
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Dominant diagrams in top row: connected and leading disconnected diagram

Further insight for magnitude of individual topologies can be gained by studying
long-distance behavior of QCD correlation functions (Bijnens, RBC, . . .)
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PRD93(2015)014503 (Blum, Christ, Hayakawa, Izubuchi, Jin, and CL):

New sampling strategy with 10x reduced noise for same cost (red versus black):

Mµ
LbL(q) remains constant, if we try to extract F2(q2) using Eq ???, the noise for F2(q2) would still

go like 1/ q. This can be a serious problem because we are really interested in the value of F2(q
2)

in the q→0 limit. Since we always evaluate the amplitude at q =2π/L, the noise for F2(q2) would
be proportion to L.

xsrc xsnky′, σ′ z′, ν′ x′, ρ′

xop, µ

z, ν

y, σ x, ρ

xsrc xsnky′, σ′ z′, ν′ x′, ρ′

xop, µ

z, ν

y, σ x, ρ

xsrc xsnky′, σ′ z′, ν′ x′, ρ′

xop, µ

z, ν

y, σ x, ρ

Figure 22. All three different possible insertions for the external photon. They are equal to each other
after stochastic average. Just like Fig ???, 5 other possible permutations of the three internal photons are
not shown. (L) This is the diagram that we have already calculated. (M) We need to compute sequential
source propagators at xop for each polarizations of the external photon. (R) We also need to compuate
sequential source propagators at xop, but with the external photon momentum in opposite direction, since
we need use γ5-hermiticity to reverse the direction of the propagators, which reverses the momentum of the
external photon as well.

The reason that amplitude is proportion to q is the external photon is couple to a conserved
current of a quark loop. Current conservation ensures that the amplitude vanishes if the external
momentum is zero. Although we implemented exact conserved current at xop and sum it over the
entire space time in the method described above, we didn’t compute all three possible insertions for
the external photon. So the current is only truly conserved after stochastic average over x and y. As
a result, the noise would not be zero when q =0. To fix this, we just need to compute all diagrams
in above figure, then the noise would be proportion to q as well.1 These additional diagrams are
also computationally accessible. We only need to compute sequential propagators for each possible
polarizations and momentums of the external photon. We normally compute three polarization
directions x, y, and t, which are perpendicular to the direction of the external momentum z. This
would be six times more work for the quark loop part of the computation, but the cost for the
muon part remains unchanged. We can adjust M to rebalance the cost, so the over all cost increase
might not be significant but the potential gain can be large especially in a large volume.

There is also another trick. When we sum over z to get the exact photon, we don’t have to sum over
the entire volume, instead, we only sum over the region where |x− y |< |x−z | and |x− y |< |y −z |.2
This trick will enhance the signal in short distance but suppress signal and noise in long distance
where the distance. This trick is called MinDis in the tables blow.

4.1 Zero Total Current Prove

Here we try to prove that the sum of a conserved current is zero if it vanishes at the boundary.

Given:

∂µjµ = 0, (19)

1. Although the current conservation is exact, in finite lattice with periodic boundry condition, around the world
effects will contribute to the noise even when the external momentum is zero. But this noise is suppressed expo-
nentially in the large volume limit. In summary, in the small q and large volume limit, the noise is roughly
O(q)+ O

!
e−mπL/2

"
.

2. We need multiply some different factors when two edges happened to have the same length.

19

Figure 9. A comparison of the results for F2(q
2)/(α/π)3 obtained in the original lattice QCD

cHLbL calculation [17] (diamonds) with those obtained on the same gauge field ensemble using the

moment method presented here (circles). The points from the original subtraction method with

q2 = (2π/24)2 = (457MeV)2 were obtained from 100 configurations and the evaluation of 81,000

point-source quark propagators for each value of the source-sink separation tsep. In contrast, the

much more statistically precise results from the moment method required a combined 26,568 quark

propagator inversions for both values of tsep and correspond to q2 = 0. The moment method value

for tsep = 32 is listed in Tab. IX.

make use of the most effective of the numerical strategies discussed above: the use of exact

photon propagators and the position-space moment method to determine F2 evaluated at

q2 = 0. Since these calculations are less computationally costly than those for QCD we

can evaluate a number of volumes and lattice spacings (all specified with reference to the

muon mass) and examine the continuum and infinite volume limits. We can then compare

our results, extrapolated to vanishing lattice spacing and infinite volume, with the known

result calculated in standard QED perturbation theory [33, 34]. This QED calculation both

serves as a demonstration of the capability of lattice methods to determine such light-by-light

scattering amplitudes and as a first look at the size of the finite-volume and non-zero-lattice-

spacing errors.

In Fig. 10 we show results for F2(0) computed for three different lattice spacings, i.e.
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Stochastically evaluate the sum over vertices x and y :

I Pick random point x on lattice

I Sample all points y up to a specific distance r = |x − y |
I Pick y following a distribution P(|x − y |) that is peaked at short distances
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PRL118(2016)022005 (Blum, Christ, Hayakawa, Izubuchi, Jin, Jung, and CL):

I Calculation at physical pion mass with finite-volume QED prescription (QEDL)
at single lattice cutoff of a−1 = 1.73 GeV and lattice size L = 5.5 fm.

I Connected diagram:

acHLbL
µ = 11.6(0.96)× 10−10

I Leading disconnected diagram:

adHLbL
µ = −6.25(0.80)× 10−10

I Large cancellation expected from pion-pole-dominance considerations is realized:
aHLbL
µ = acHLbL

µ + adHLbL
µ = 5.35(1.35)× 10−10

Potentially large systematics due to finite-volume QED!
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Preliminary results for infinite-volume extrapolation
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Data used for finite-volume result in PRL118(2016)022005
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We report preliminary results for the hadronic light-by-light scattering contribution to the

muon anomalous magnetic moment. Several ensembles using 2+1 flavors of Möbius domain-

wall fermions, generated by the RBC/UKQCD collaborations, are employed to take the con-

tinuum and infinite volume limits of finite volume lattice QED+QCD. We find aHLbL

µ =

(7.41± 6.33)⇥ 10
�10

.

1 Introduction

The anomalous magnetic moment of the muon is providing an important test of the Standard
Model. An ongoing experiment at Fermilab (E989) and one planned at J-PARC (E34) aim
to reduce the experimental uncertainty by a factor of four, and similar e↵orts are underway
on the theory side. A key part of the latter is to compute the hadronic light-by-light (HLbL)
contribution from first principles using lattice QCD. Such a calculation, with all errors under
control, leaves no room for doubt when the ultimate comparison arrives.

The anomalous magnetic moment is an intrinsic property of a spin-1/2 particle, and is
defined through its interaction with an external magnetic field. Lorentz and gauge symmetries
dictate the form of the interaction,

hµ(~p0)|J⌫(0)|µ(~p)i = �eū(~p0)

✓
F1(q

2)�⌫ + i
F2(q2)

4m
[�⌫ , �⇢]q⇢

◆
u(~p), (1)
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Next steps in first-principles calculation of HLbL

I Further reduce statistical and finite-volume errors

I Take infinite-volume limit also with finite-volume
QCD+infinite-volume QED mixed approach
PRD96(2017)034515 (Blum, Christ, Hayakawa, Izubuchi, Jin, Jung, and CL)

Continued effort using these methods to reduce HLbL uncertainty over next years to δaHLbL
µ ∼ 1 × 10−10,

below Fermilab E989 uncertainty
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g-2 theory initiative



Muon g-2 Theory Initiative – Goals

Theory Support for the Fermilab E989 experiment to maximize its
impact:

I Work towards reduction and scrutiny of uncertainties of hadronic
contributions

I Provide summary of theory calculations of the hadronic
contributions

⇒ Write report (whitepaper) before Fermilab experiment has first
results (target December 2019)

I Steering Committee: Colangelo, Davier, Eidelman, El-Khadra,
Lehner, Mibe, Nyffeler, Roberts, Teubner
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Muon g-2 Theory Initiative – Workshops and Whitepaper

I Plenary and working-group workshops:

I 3-6 June 2017, near Fermilab, first plenary workshop

I 12-14 February 2018, KEK, HVP working group workshop

I 12-14 March 2018, University of Connecticut, HLbL WG
workshop

I 18-22 June 2018, Mainz, 2018 plenary meeting

I 9-13 September 2019, Seattle, 2019 workshop with focus on
whitepapers

As whitepapers are being finalized, there are still opportunities to
participate in the effort!
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https://indico.fnal.gov/event/13795/
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A tale of two anomalies



Assuming further improvements solidify the tensions

aEXP
e − aSMe = −88 (23)︸︷︷︸

α

(02)︸︷︷︸
SM

(28)︸︷︷︸
EXP

×10−14

and

aEXP
µ − aSMµ = 27.4 (2.7)︸︷︷︸

HVP

(2.6)︸︷︷︸
HLbL

(0.1)︸︷︷︸
other

(6.3)︸︷︷︸
EXP

×10−10 ,

is there a plausible BSM scenario?
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Davoudiasl & Marciano 2018: Light new physics

A Minimal Model for �aµ,e Discrepancies

H.D., Marciao, 1806.10252

• Note: simple “dark photon” models ! �al > 0; cannot work

• Consider a real scalar (not necessarily associated with symmetry breaking):

L� = �1

2
m2

��
2 �

X

f

�f� f̄f � �

4
�Fµ⌫F

µ⌫

• Fermion f could be from or beyond SM

• We focus on 2mµ <⇠ m� <⇠ few GeV; relevant to low energy probes

• Mainly consider 1-loop �aµ and 2-loop (Barr-Zee) for �ae

µ µ

�

�

e e

�

��

• E↵ective ��� coupling from heavy fermion loop (• in the diagram)
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I 1-loop ∆aµ, 2-loop (Barr-Zee) for ∆ae gives opposite signs!

I Real scalar φ; φγγ coupling from integrating out heavy fermion

I For mφ = 250 MeV, λµ = 10−3, λe = 4× 10−6, λτ = 0.06, can
obtain both anomalies. This parameter space is not yet ruled out by
other experiments.

I This model can be tested in e+e− → τ+τ−φ→ τ+τ−`+`− decays
at Belle II (Batell et al. 2016)
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Stöckinger et al. 2015: MSSM (tanβ →∞) with radiative muon
mass

aµ and radiative muon mass: MSSM for tan β → ∞
[Bach,JH Park,DS,Stöckinger-Kim, ’15]

Idea: vd = 0 ! mtree
µ = yµvd = 0

µR µLν̃µ

H̃+
d W̃ +

H̃+
u W̃ +

Dominik Stöckinger 10/12

I mPole
µ ∼ yµvd + yµvu × loop and aSUSY

µ ∼ yµvu × loop

I Idea: vd = 0 then mass and aµ diagrams scale identically

I MSUSY = . . . = mẽR = 500 GeV and mµ̃R ≈ 10×MSUSY,
then

∆ae = −7× 10−13 , ∆aµ = 30× 10−10 .
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Conclusions and Outlook



I Expect experimental results from Fermilab E989 before end of year

I Concerted effort of theory community both lattice and non-lattice
methods (g-2 theory initiative whitepaper to appear before
experimental result)

I Interplay of lattice and non-lattice methods for both HVP and HLbL
useful to address leading systematics in dispersive approaches

I Pure lattice QCD calculations for HVP have made significant
progress and may soon rival precision of dispersive approach

I RBC/UKQCD:

I HVP: New methods to reduce statistical and systematic errors
and a lot of additional data, by end of year first-principles
lattice result could have uncertainty of O(5× 10−10)

I HLbL: First ab-initio calculation with complete error budget in
preparation with uncertainty of O(5× 10−10), publish before
end of year
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